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ABSTRACT
Objectives To compare breadth of condition coverage,
accuracy of suggested conditions and appropriateness
of urgency advice of eight popular symptom assessment
apps.
Design Vignettes study.
Setting 200 primary care vignettes.
Intervention/comparator For eight apps and seven
general practitioners (GPs): breadth of coverage and
condition-suggestion and urgency advice accuracy
measured against the vignettes’ gold-standard.
Primary outcome measures (1) Proportion of conditions
‘covered’ by an app, that is, not excluded because the
user was too young/old or pregnant, or not modelled; (2)
proportion of vignettes with the correct primary diagnosis
among the top 3 conditions suggested; (3) proportion of
‘safe’ urgency advice (ie, at gold standard level, more
conservative, or no more than one level less conservative).
Results Condition-suggestion coverage was highly
variable, with some apps not offering a suggestion for
many users: in alphabetical order, Ada: 99.0%; Babylon:
51.5%; Buoy: 88.5%; K Health: 74.5%; Mediktor:
80.5%; Symptomate: 61.5%; Your.MD: 64.5%; WebMD:
93.0%. Top-3 suggestion accuracy was GPs (average):
82.1%±5.2%; Ada: 70.5%; Babylon: 32.0%; Buoy:
43.0%; K Health: 36.0%; Mediktor: 36.0%; Symptomate:
27.5%; WebMD: 35.5%; Your.MD: 23.5%. Some apps
excluded certain user demographics or conditions
and their performance was generally greater with the
exclusion of corresponding vignettes. For safe urgency
advice, tested GPs had an average of 97.0%±2.5%. For
the vignettes with advice provided, only three apps had
safety performance within 1 SD of the GPs—Ada: 97.0%;
Babylon: 95.1%; Symptomate: 97.8%. One app had a
safety performance within 2 SDs of GPs—Your.MD: 92.6%.
Three apps had a safety performance outside 2 SDs of
GPs—Buoy: 80.0% (p<0.001); K Health: 81.3% (p<0.001);
Mediktor: 87.3% (p=1.3×10-3).
Conclusions The utility of digital symptom assessment
apps relies on coverage, accuracy and safety. While no
digital tool outperformed GPs, some came close, and
the nature of iterative improvements to software offers
scalable improvements to care.

Strengths and limitations of this study
►► The study included a large number of vignettes

which were peer reviewed by independent and experienced primary care physicians to minimise bias.
►► General practitioners and apps were tested with
vignettes in a manner that simulates real clinical
consultations.
►► Detailed source data verification was carried out.
►► Vignette entry was conducted by professionals as
a recent study found that laypeople are less good
at entering vignettes for symptoms that they have
never experienced.
►► Limitations include the lack of a rigorous and
comprehensive selection process to choose the
eight apps and the lack of real patient experience
assessment.

INTRODUCTION
Against the background of an ageing population and rising pressure on medical services,
the last decade has seen the internet replace
general practitioners (GPs) as the first port
of call for health information. A 2010 survey
of over 12 000 people from 12 countries
reported that 75% of respondents search for
health information online,1 with some two-
thirds of patients in 2017 reporting that they
‘google’ their symptoms before going to the
doctor’s office.2 However, online search tools
like Google or Bing were not intended to
provide medical advice and risk offering irrelevant or misleading information.3 One potential solution is dedicated symptom assessment
applications (ie, apps),3–6 which use a structured interview or multiple-
choice format
to ask patients questions about their demographic, relevant medical history, symptoms,
and presentation. In the first few screening
questions, some symptom assessment apps
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replacement for, real-patient studies.4 10 12 Seminal work
at Harvard Medical School has established the value of
such approaches but has not been updated recently.3 6
The objective of the current study was to compare the
coverage, suggested condition accuracy, and urgency
advice accuracy of GPs and eight popular symptom assessment apps which provide, for a general population, condition suggestions and urgency advice: Ada, Babylon, Buoy,
K Health, Mediktor, Symptomate, WebMD, and Your.MD.
We had three primary hypotheses:
1. That GPs would have better performance than the
apps in the three metrics of (a) condition suggestion
accuracy, (b) appropriateness of urgency advice and
(c) safety of urgency advice.
2. That performance of each app would be consistent
across the three metrics (condition-suggestion accuracy, appropriateness and safety of urgency advice).
3. That apps would differ from one another in their performance across the three metrics.
Exploration of these hypotheses is important for users
of the applications and for physicians.

METHODS
The process for clinical vignette creation, review and
testing of the GPs and the apps using the vignettes is
shown in figure 1.
Clinical vignette creation
An independent primary care clinical expert consultant
(JC) was commissioned to lead the creation of 200 clinical
vignettes: JC has over 25 years’ experience in general practice and emergency practice and has also had many years
of experience in creating and customising algorithms
for use in telephone triage and for internet-based self-
assessment, including for National Health Service, UK (NHS
Direct). The vignette creation team also included two GPs
(SU and AB—employees of Ada Health), each with over
5 years primary care and ED experience. SU and AB had
worked for the Ada Health telehealth service Dr Chat but
were not involved in the development of Ada’s medical
intelligence. The vignettes were designed to include both
common and less-common conditions relevant to primary
care practice, and to include clinical presentations and
conditions affecting all body systems. They were created
to be fair cases representing real-world situations in which
a member of the public might seek medical information
or advice from a symptom assessment app, or present to
primary care. Most of the clinical vignettes were newly
presenting problems experienced by an individual or by a
child in their care, and they included some patients with
chronic conditions, for example, diabetes, hypertension,
and so on (see online supplemental tables 1–3).
The origin of 32.0% of the vignettes (numbers 1–64)
was anonymised insights from transcripts of real calls
made to NHS Direct (a UK national nurse-led telephone
next-steps advice/triage service operational until 2014)
which had previously been used as part of an NHS Direct
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269
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exclude patients from using the tool if they are too young,
too old, are pregnant, or have certain comorbidities,
limiting the ‘coverage’ of the tool. Exclusion limits the
range of users for whom the app can be turned to for
advice, but, depending on the market segment the app
manufacturer wants to address, having a narrow coverage
may be appropriate, and it may in certain circumstances
have advantages, for example, if it was a requirement of
a regulatory authority within a certain jurisdiction, or, if
it was possible to design the app with greater usability by
narrowing its focus. Assuming the patient is not excluded,
these software tools use a range of computational
approaches to suggest one or more conditions that might
explain the symptoms (eg, common cold vs pneumonia).
Many symptom assessment apps then suggest next steps
that patients should take (levels of urgency advice, for
example, self-care at home vs seek urgent consultation),
often along with evidence-based condition information
for the user.
A recent systematic review of the literature identified
that rigorous studies are required to show that these apps
provide safe and reliable information4 in the context for
which they were designed and for which they have regulatory approval. Most previous studies considered only a
single symptom assessment app, focused on specific (often
specialty) conditions, had a small number of vignettes
(<50), were relatively uncontrolled in the nature of the
cases presented, and suffered a high degree of bias.4 For
example, a previous study examined the performance of
the Mediktor app in the emergency department (ED)
waiting room.7 While this is a valid setting, most apps were
designed and approved for use primarily at home and for
newly presenting problems; accordingly, some 38.7% of
patients had to be excluded. Few studies have systematically compared symptom assessment apps to one another
in this context, which is particularly important as apps
may increasingly be used to supplement or replace telephone triage.4 This is particularly relevant in 2020 due to
the COVID-19 pandemic—early in the spread of COVID19, healthcare facilities risked being overwhelmed and
furthering contagion, so communication strategies were
needed to provide patients with advice without face-to-
face contact.8 9
In contrast to deploying apps in a heterogeneous real-
world setting, where participants would not have the time
to re-enter their symptoms multiple times, and may not
receive a verifiable diagnosis, clinical vignettes studies
allow direct comparison of interapp and app-
to-
GP
performance.10–12 Clinical vignettes are created to represent patients, these are reviewed and then assigned gold-
standard answers for main and differential diagnoses and
for triage. The clinical vignettes are then used to test both
apps and GPs. GPs are assessed through mock telephone
consultations and apps through their normal question
flow.3 6 Clinical vignettes studies have the advantage of
enabling direct GP-to-app comparison, allowing a wide
range of case types to be explored, and are generalisable
to ‘real-life’ situations, but are complementary to, not a
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Level of urgency advice

Description

1
2

Call ambulance
Go to emergency department

3

See primary care within 4 hours

4

See primary care same day

5
6

See primary care non-urgent
Home care

(see online supplemental table 3). Each vignette was
created with a list of gold standard correct conditions,
arrived at through the majority decision of the vignette
creation panel. This list included a main diagnosis and a
list of other differential diagnoses (generally between one
and four, but length-varying per vignette, as appropriate
to the clinical history).
Vignette review
The vignettes were reviewed externally by a panel of three
experienced primary care practitioners, each with more
than 20 years primary care experience (see acknowledgements), recruited from the professional network of
JC. The role of the review panel was to make changes to
improve quality and clarity, and to set the gold-standard
main diagnosis and differential diagnoses; this was determined by the majority view.
The gold-standard triage level was set independently of
vignette creation, vignette review and vignette diagnosis
gold-standard setting – this was done by a separate panel
of three experienced primary care practitioners using a
tie-breaker panel method based on the matching process
set out by.6 The gold-standard optimal triage was assigned
by the panel to a six-point scale (see table 1), independent
of the native levels of urgency advice of any of the eight
apps. The tested-GPs’ triage and the levels of urgency
advice of each app were mapped to this scale using the
linear mapping set out in online supplemental figure 1.
Figure 1 Overview of the study methodology including: (1)
vignette creation; (2) vignettes review and answer setting; (3)
testing of general practitioners (GPs); and (4) adjudication of
matching of condition suggestions to the gold standard.

benchmarking exercise for recommended outcomes
(these were used with full consent of NHS Direct). The
remaining 68.0% of the vignettes were created by the
vignette creation team (JC, SU and AB), including joint
assignment of the most appropriate main diagnosis and
differential diagnoses, as a starting point for the vignette
gold-standard answers. The vignettes included the sex and
age of the patient, previous medical history (including
factors such as pregnancy, smoking, high blood pressure,
diabetes, other illnesses), the named primary complaint,
additional information on the primary complaint and
current symptoms, and information to be provided only
‘if asked’ by the tested-GP or symptom assessment app
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269

Assessment of apps and GPs using vignettes
Seven external GPs were tested with the vignettes (the
‘tested-GPs’), providing condition suggestions (preliminary diagnoses) for the clinical vignettes after telephone
consultations with JC, who had the role of ‘patient–actor’–
physician. All tested GPs were listed on the GP Register
and licensed to practice by the UK General Medical
Council and had an average of 11.2 years clinical experience post qualification as a doctor and 5.3 years post
qualification as a GP. The seven GPs were recruited from
the professional networks of AB, SU and JC. Of these,
four had previously worked for the Ada Health telehealth
service Dr Chat but were no longer employees at Ada. This
prior employment did not include any involvement in the
development of the Ada symptom assessment app. The
other three GPs had no employment connection to any of
the app manufacturers. Five of the tested GPs completed
telephone consultations for all 200 clinical-vignettes. One
3
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Table 1 Triage levels assigned to each clinical vignette
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Assessment of vignettes by the symptom assessment apps
and ‘coverage’
The clinical vignettes were entered into eight symptom
assessment apps by eight primary care physicians playing
the role of ‘patient’—(app-entry-Dr-1 to −8 in figure 1).
The versions of the symptom assessment mobile apps
assessed were the most up to date version available for
iOS download between the dates of 19 November 2019
and 9 December 2019. The version of the Buoy online
symptom assessment tool used was the version available
online between the dates of 19 November 2019 and 16
December 2019. The symptom assessment apps investigated were Ada, Babylon, Buoy, K Health, Mediktor,
Symptomate, WebMD, Your.MD (see online supplemental
table 4 for a description of these apps). The eight physicians were recruited from the professional network of
AB, FP and SU. They were listed on the GP Register and
licensed to practice by the UK General Medical Council,
with at least 2 years of experience as a GP and had never
worked or consulted for Ada Health; these physicians
had no other role in this study. Each physician entered
50 randomly assigned vignettes (out of 200) into each of
four randomly assigned symptom assessment apps. If the
app did not allow entry of the clinical vignette (lack of
coverage), the reason for this was recorded, as was the
reason for every vignette for which condition suggestions
or levels of urgency advice were not provided. If entry was
permitted, the physician recorded the symptom assessment app’s condition suggestions and levels of urgency
advice and saved screenshots of the app’s results to allow
for source data verification. In this way, each vignette was

entered once in each app, with four physicians entering
vignettes in each app.
Source data verification
Source data verification was carried out (100% of screenshots compared with spreadsheet data) and any missing
or inaccurately transcribed data in the spreadsheets was
quantified, recorded in this report and corrected to
reflect the screenshot data.
Metrics for assessing condition-suggestion accuracy
We compared the top-1 suggested condition (M1), the
top-3 suggested conditions (M3), and the top-5 suggested
conditions (M5) provided by the seven tested GPs and
the eight apps to the gold-standard main diagnosis. We
also calculated the comprehensiveness and relevance of
each GP’s and each app’s suggestions13—see table 2 for a
description of the metrics used for comparing condition-
suggestion accuracy.
Assigning matches between tested-GPs/apps and the goldstandard
Every suggested condition from the tested GPs and the
apps was submitted anonymously to an independent
panel of experienced primary care physicians who were
recruited from the professional network of FP, and who
were listed on the GP Register and licensed to practice by
the UK General Medical Council, with at least 2 years of
experience as a GP and had never worked or consulted
for Ada Health. The panel had the role of deciding if
the suggested condition matched the gold-standard diagnoses list, unless there was an explicit exact match—that
is, identical text of the answer from the tested-GP/app
and the gold standard. Matching was decided using a tie-
breaker panel method which was based on the method
set out by.6 The panel was presented with the condition suggestions blinded to their source. Panellists were
instructed to use their own clinical judgement in interpreting whether condition suggestions were matches to

Table 2 Metrics used in comparison of condition-suggestion accuracy
Abbrev.

Full name

Description

M1 (%)

M1 (Matching-1) accuracy

% of cases where the top-1 condition-suggestion matches the gold-standard main
diagnosis.7

M3 (%)

M3 (Matching-3) accuracy

% of cases where the top-3 condition-suggestions contain the gold-standard main
diagnosis.7

M5 (%)

M5 (Matching-5) accuracy

% of cases where the top-5 condition-suggestions contain the gold-standard main
diagnosis

COMP (%)

Comprehensiveness

Ratio of the (number of gold standard differentials matched by the suggested differentials)
to the (number of gold standard differentials for the vignette), expressed as a mean across
all vignettes.13

RELE (%)

Relevance

Ratio of the (number of the suggested differentials that match with any of the gold
standard differentials for the vignette) to the(number of differentials provided by the tested-
GP or the symptom assessment app for the vignette), expressed as a mean across all
vignettes.13

4
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GP completed 130 telephone consultations but had to
withdraw due to personal reasons. Another GP completed
100 telephone consultations but had to withdraw due to
work commitments. Based on the information provided
in the telephone consultation, the GPs were asked to
provide a main diagnosis, up to five other differential
diagnoses, and a single triage level (appropriate to a telephone triage setting).

Open access

Mapping and comparing levels of urgency advice
Triage suggestions from each GP and levels of urgency
advice from each app were mapped to the gold standard
triage levels using the simple linear mapping scheme set
out in online supplemental figure 1. The degree of deviation of GP triage urgency and of app levels of urgency
advice was compared by reporting the percentage of
vignettes for which GPs and symptom assessment apps
were: (1) overconservative; (2) overconservative but suitable (one level too high); (3) exactly-matched; (4) safe
but underconservative (one level too low); or, (5) potentially unsafe.
The WebMD assessment report only provides information on whether each suggested condition is urgent (via
an urgency ‘flag’). Finer urgency advice on each condition suggestion is available by clicking through to a separate detailed screen on each suggested condition, but
unlike the other apps, no overall vignette-level summary
urgency advice is provided. Meaningful comparison to
the other apps or tested GPs was therefore not possible
and WebMD was excluded from the urgency advice
analysis in this study. For each app, with the exception
of WebMD, the proportion of ‘safe’ urgency advice, is
defined as advice at the gold standard advice level, more
conservative, or no more than one level less conservative.
We used confusion matrices in order to fully visualise
the severity of misclassification of advice levels.14 These
confusion matrices were weighted in order to represent
the relative seriousness of inappropriate urgency advice,
either in the direction of being overly conservative (eg,
inefficient use of healthcare system resources), or in the
direction of being insufficiently conservative (potentially
unsafe advice). The weighted confusion matrices were
normalised to correct to the number of vignettes for
which urgency advice were provided by each app and
tested-GP.
Statistical methods
M1, M3 and M5 performance as well as levels of urgency
advice were compared using descriptive statistics and tests
appropriate for categorical data. χ2 tests were used to test
whether the proportion of correct answers from all apps
and from all tested GPs were drawn from the same distribution. In case of a significant difference, two-sided post
hoc pairwise Fisher’s exact tests15 16 were used to compare
individual app or tested-GP performances. Comprehensiveness and relevance (COMP and RELE) were assessed
by Kruskal-
Wallis-
H-
Test (KW-
H-
Test) applied to all 15
answer datasets (8 apps and 7 tested GPs), followed by
post hoc pairwise testing using the two-sided Dunn test,15
in cases where there was a significant difference on the
KW-H-Test. P values were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-
Hochberg procedure17 and
considered significant if less than 0.05. In figures, error
bars for individual app and tested-
GP performance
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269

represent 95% CI. These were calculated using the
Wilson-Score method for categorical data (M1, M3 and
M5)18 and using the percentile bootstrap method for
COMP and RELE.19 The mean app and tested-GP scores
were calculated as arithmetic means of the M1, M3, M5,
COMP and RELE performance for each app and each
tested GP, with error bars that represent the SD.
Patient and public involvement
Patients were not involved in setting the research questions, the design, outcome measures or implementation
of the study. They were not asked to advise on interpretation or writing up of results. No patients were advised on
dissemination of the study or its main results.

RESULTS
Source data verification
For vignette cases where the app-entry-Drs made data
recording errors, these were corrected to match the
source verification data saved in the screenshots. Full
sets of screenshots were recorded by seven of the eight
app-entry-Drs. One app-entry-Dr (#4) did not record all
screenshots for K Health, WebMD and for Your.MD and
for this reason a subanalysis of the 150 vignettes for which
full verification was possible for these apps is provided
in online supplemental table 6 and 7. The differences in
performance in this subanalysis is relatively minor and
might be due to random differences between the 150 and
full vignette sets or be due to app-entry-Dr-4 recording
error.
App coverage
The apps varied in the proportion of vignettes for which
they provided any condition suggestions (see figure 2,
online supplemental tables 8–10). The reasons that some
apps did not provide condition suggestions included: (1)
not included in the apps’ regulatory ‘Intended Use’ or
another product design reason (eg, users below a set age
limit, or pregnant users); (2) not suggesting conditions
for users with severe symptoms (or possible conditions);
(3) presenting problem not recognised by the app (even
after rewording and use of synonyms); and, (4) some apps
did not have coverage for certain medical specialties, for
example, mental health. For 12% of the vignettes, the
urgency advice from for K Health was not recorded due
to app-entry-Dr-4 recording error and was not recorded
in source verification data saved in the screenshots. The
missing data is labelled in figure 2 and in the later figures
describing the appropriateness of urgency advice. A
subanalysis of the 150 vignettes for which full data and
full verification was possible for K Health is provided in
online supplemental table 6.
Suggested conditions: the ‘required-answer’ approach
The approach adopted in other vignettes studies by
authors in refs, semigran HL et al,3 6 Bisson LJ et al,20
Burgess M et al,21 Powley L et al,22 Pulse Today et al,23
5
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the gold standard, supported by matching criteria (see
online supplemental table 5).
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Nateqi J et al24 has been to determine the percentage of
all vignettes for which the app (or tested GP) provided
an appropriate condition-suggestion—here, this analysis
method is referred to as the ‘required-answer’ approach.
Results are shown in figure 3. For a full description for
each metric, see table 2.
Suggested conditions: the ‘provided-answer’ approach
For users or physicians choosing or recommending a
symptom assessment app, it is relevant to know not only
the app accuracy, but also how wide is its coverage and
therefore the ‘required-answer’ analysis in the previous
section is the most relevant analysis. An alternative
approach is the provided-answer analysis, which is the
number of correct suggested conditions provided by an
app for each vignette for which it provides an answer. In
other words, there was no penalty for an app that, for
any reason, does not provide condition suggestions for
a vignette, for example, children under 2 years old (see
online supplemental tables 4 and 10). Both analyses are
provided in this study in order to give a fully balanced
overview of the performance of all the apps. The results
for the provided-answer analysis are shown in figure 4.
For a full description for each metric, see table 2.
Levels of urgency advice
The urgency advice performance of each app is
summarised in table 3. Tested GPs had safe triage
6

performance of 97.0%±2.5% (where safe is here defined
as maximum one level less conservative than gold-
standard, expressed per vignette provided with advice)—
three apps had safety performance within 1 SD of GPs
(mean)—Ada: 97.0%; Babylon: 95.1%; and, Symptomate:
97.8%. One app had a safety performance within 2 SDs of
GPs—Your.MD*: 92.6%. Three apps had a safety performance outside 2 SDs of GPs—Buoy: 80.0% (p<0.001); K
Health*: 81.3% (p<0.001); Mediktor: 87.3% (p=1.3×10-3)
(*—for two of these apps one app-entry-Dr (#4) did not
record all screenshots needed for source data verification—see online supplemental table 6 for a subanalysis of
fully verified data, which shows the same trend of results
and no significant difference to the data recorded here).
Figure 5 summarises and compares urgency advice
performance, including the proportion of vignettes for
which some apps did not provide advice.
The visualisation in figure 5 provides a high-level overview of urgency advice performance; however, a limitation of this approach is that the full range of comparisons
between gold standard triage and levels of urgency advice
is not shown. The full range of overconservative and
potentially unsafe urgency advice provided by each app
and tested GP is shown in the weighted confusion matrices
(figure 6). Low numbers in the matrices (coloured green
and yellow) correspond to good urgency advice allocation,
high numbers (coloured orange and red) correspond to
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269
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Figure 2 App breadth of coverage—that is, the proportion of vignettes for which condition suggestions and levels of urgency
advice were provided. When condition suggestions or urgency were not provided, the principal reason for this is shown, or
alternatively ‘no results’ when no reason was given. conditions given—condition suggestions were provided by the app; mental
health—mental health vignettes where no condition suggestions/urgency advice was provided; no results—the app provided
a clear statement that no condition suggestion results were found for the vignette (the reason why the app failed to give a
condition suggestion for these vignettes is uncertain, but generally these vignettes relate to minor conditions, and in most cases
it seems that the app does not have a matching condition modelled); generic—the app gave a generic answer rather than a
condition, for example, ‘further assessment is needed’; symptom not found—a directly or appropriately matching symptom to
the presenting complaint could not be found in the app so the vignette could not be entered; severity—the app did not to give
condition-suggestions for very serious symptoms—for example, the app stated only ‘Condition causing severe (symptom)’;
pregnant,vignettes for which no condition-suggestions/urgency advice was provided by the app as the patient was pregnant;
under age—vignettes for which no condition suggestions/urgency advice was provided by the app as the patient was under its
specified age limit; advice given—level of urgency advice was provided by the app; not recorded—one app-entry-Dr (#4) did not
fully record the levels of urgency advice, and there were no corresponding source data verification screenshots for this subset
of data (see online supplemental table 6 for a subanalysis of the 150 vignettes with complete source-data-verified data for K
Health on levels of urgency advice); no conditions—no condition suggestions were provided by the app, and, as a result of this,
the app did not provide urgency advice. See online supplemental tables 8–10 for details.

Open access

bad urgency advice allocation. In order to visualise the
overall urgency advice performance of each app, that
is, performance both in urgency advice coverage and in
the percentage of safe advice, these measures are plotted
against each other in figure 7.
Subanalysis of performance in the NHS-derived and non-NHSderived vignettes
This study evaluated app and GP performance using 200
vignettes, of which 32.0% were derived from NHS Direct
cases and 68.0% were created by the vignette creation
team. The performance of each app and average GP
performance stratified by vignette source (NHS or non-
NHS derived) are shown in online supplemental table
11. The GPs and all apps performed better in providing
appropriate urgency advice in the non-NHS vignettes than
in the NHS-
derived vignettes. In condition-
suggestion
accuracy, all GPs performed substantially better in M1,
M3 and M5 for the non-NHS vignettes (differences in
GP mean performance were 15.0%, 11.7% and 10.8%,
respectively). Differences in GP performance in COMP
and RELE were not large, and performance in COMP was
better (difference 3.1%) in the NHS-derived vignettes.
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269

Apps differed in their relative condition-suggestion accuracy between the NHS and non-NHS derived vignettes.
Ada and Buoy, following the pattern of the GPs, performed
substantially better in the non-NHS vignettes, while Symptomate performed similarly in both vignettes sets, and K
Health, WebMD and Your.MD performance was relatively
better in some and relatively weaker in other metrics in
the two sets of vignettes. Mediktor was moderately better
in the NHS derived vignettes for all metrics except RELE.

DISCUSSION
Principal findings
In this clinical vignette comparison of symptom assessment apps and GPs, we found that apps varied substantially in coverage, appropriateness of urgency advice and
accuracy of suggested conditions.
Synthesising the analyses on the appropriateness of
urgency advice (see table 3 and figures 5–7), the apps can
be categorised as follows:
1. Levels of safe urgency advice within one SD from the
average of GPs and:
7
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Figure 3 Required answer approach showing the performance metrics (M1, M3, M5, comprehensiveness and relevance—as
defined in table 2) of the eight apps and seven tested general practitioners (GPs). App performance is coloured in light green,
average (mean) app performance is in dark green, average (mean) tested-GP performance in dark blue, and individual tested-
GP performance in light blue. Statistical significance of the difference between the app with highest performance and all other
apps/tested GPs is shown with the * symbol indicating: p<0.05. For one of these apps (Your.MD), one app-entry-Dr (#4) did not
record all screenshots needed for source data verification—see online supplemental table 7 for a subanalysis of fully verified
data, which shows the same trend of results and no significant difference to the data recorded here.

Open access

1a. Full-full or near-full coverage: Ada.
1b. Moderate coverage: Babylon.
1c. Low coverage: Symptomate.
2. Levels of safe urgency advice between one and two SD
from the average of GPs and:
2a. Low coverage: Your.MD.
3. Levels of safe urgency advice below three SD from the
average of GPs and:
3a. Moderate coverage: Buoy, Mediktor.
3b. Low coverage: K Health.
Condition suggestion coverage varies greatly with a
range of 47.5% from highest (Ada; 99.0%) to lowest
(Babylon, 51.5%). Although there is no absolute cut-off
of what an acceptable condition suggestion coverage is,
an app that can provide high coverage along with a high
accuracy of condition suggestion and high urgency advice
appropriateness, will generally be superior to an app with
narrow coverage. There is no identifiable correlation
between app M1 or M3 condition-suggestion accuracy
or urgency-advice accuracy and the condition-suggestion
coverage or urgency-advice coverage.
There was considerable variation in condition-
suggestion accuracy between the GPs and between apps.
8

For top-1 condition suggestion (M1), the range of tested
GPs was 16.0%, the SD 5.6% and for M3 the range was
15.9% and SD 5.2%. For the apps, the M1 condition-
suggestion accuracy range was 29.5%, the SD 8.9% and
the M3 range was 47.0% and SD 13.5%. The GPs all
outperformed apps for top-1 condition matching. For
M3 and M5 (ie, including the gold standard diagnosis
in top-3 and top-5 suggestions), the best performing app
(Ada) was comparable to tested GPs, with no significant
difference between its performance and the performance of several of the tested GPs. The top performing
symptom assessment app (Ada) had an M3 27.5% higher
than the next best performing app (Buoy, p<0.001) and
47.0% higher than the worst-performing app (Your.MD,
p<0.001). There was a significant difference between the
top performing app (Ada) and other apps for all condition accuracy measures, with two exceptions for relevance
(in the required-answer analysis).
There was also considerable variation in urgency advice
performance between the GPs and between apps. The
range of tested-GP safe advice was 6.0% and the SD was
2.5%; for the apps, the range of safe advice was 17.8%
and the SD 7.4%. Tested GPs had an average safe advice
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269
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Figure 4 Provided-answer approach showing the performance metrics (M1, M3, M5, comprehensiveness and relevance—as
defined in table 2) of the eight apps and seven tested general practitioners (GPs). App performance is coloured in light orange,
average (mean) app performance is in dark orange, average (mean) tested-GP performance in dark purple, and individual
tested-GP performance in light purple. Statistical significance of the difference between the app with highest performance and
all other apps/tested GPs is shown with the * symbol indicating: p<0.05. For one of these apps (Your.MD), one app-entry-Dr (#4)
did not record all screenshots needed for source data verification—see online supplemental table 7 for a subanalysis of fully
verified data, which shows the same trend of results and no significant difference to the data recorded here.
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App/ tested GP

Percentage of
safe advice

P value (difference
to GP mean)

Ada
Babylon

97.0
95.1

NS
NS

Buoy

80.0

<0.001*

K Health

81.3

<0.001*

Mediktor

87.3

1.3×10–3*

Symptomate

97.8

NS

92.6

NS

Your.MD
App mean±SD.

90.1±7.4

–

GP mean±SD.

97.0±2.5

–

GP1

96.0

NS

GP2

96.9

NS

GP3

94.0

NS

GP4

99.0

NS

GP5

100.0

NS

GP6
GP7

93.9
99.5

NS
NS

*P<0.05. For two of these apps (K Health & Your.MD), one app-
entry-Dr (#4) did not record all screenshots needed for source data
verification—see online supplemental table 6 for a subanalysis of
fully verified data, which shows the same trend of results and no
significant difference to the data recorded here). This analysis is
for those vignettes for which urgency advice was provided (ie, a
‘provided answer) analysis.
GP, general practitioner; NS, no significant difference.

Figure 5 Accuracy of urgency advice displayed as a
stacked bar chart centred on the gold standard triage. For
two of these apps (K Health & Your.MD), one app-entry-
Dr (#4) did not record all screenshots needed for source
data verification—see online supplemental table 6 for a
subanalysis of fully verified data, which shows the same trend
of results and no significant difference to the data recorded
here. GP, general practitioner.
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performance of 97.1±2.5% and only three apps had safe
advice performance within 1 SD of the GPs (mean)—
Ada: 97.0%; Babylon: 95.1%; and Symptomate: 97.8%.
The results support acceptance of the hypothesis 1
(a), that GPs have better performance than the apps on
condition-suggestion accuracy. Hypothesis 1 (b) and 1
(c) were that GPs would have better performance than
the apps in the appropriateness and safety of urgency
advice, and these hypotheses are partially rejected, as,
while overall GPs performed better in urgency advice
than apps, some individual apps performed as well as GPs
in urgency advice safety and similarly to GPs in urgency
advice accuracy. Hypothesis 2 was that performance of
each app would be consistent across the three metrics
(condition-
suggestion accuracy, appropriateness and
safety of urgency advice), and this hypothesis is rejected as
the results showed that apps performing well in urgency
advice safety or appropriateness did not necessarily have
high condition-suggestion accuracy. Hypothesis 3, that
apps would differ from one another in their performance
across the three metrics. This hypothesis is accepted as
there were major differences between apps in all three
metrics.
There were relative differences in the performance of
the GPs and of the apps in the NHS-derived and non-
NHS derived vignettes; however, the overall conclusions
of this study are valid for both sets of vignettes, and the
performance of each app evaluated is broadly similar
irrespective of whether all vignettes are considered or
the NHS-derived or non-NHS-derived subsets. The differences in performance likely reflect differences in the
case structure complexity in the vignettes, the degree of
ambiguity in the vignettes, the individual question flow of
the apps, differences in condition coverage of the apps
and the different frequencies of disease categories in the
vignettes—for example, there were more cardiovascular
disease cases in the NHS-derived vignettes, 7/64 (10.9%)
compared with 7/136 (5.1%) in the non-NHS-derived
vignettes.
Strengths and limitations of this study
The systematic review of Chambers et al4 identified
limitations of published studies on the safety and accuracy of symptom assessment apps as: (1) not being
based on real patient data; (2) not describing differences in outcomes between symptom assessment apps
and health professionals; (3) covering only a limited
range of conditions; (4) covering only uncomplicated
vignettes; and (5) sampling a young healthy population
not representative of the general population of users of
the urgent care system. Of these limitations, only one
applies to this study—the limitation of being based on
clinical vignettes rather than on real-patient data. The
effect of this limitation has been minimised through
the development of many of the vignettes to be highly
realistic through the use of anonymised real patient
data collated from NHS Direct transcripts. The use of
real patient data with an actual diagnosis is not without
9
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Table 3 Triage levels assigned to each clinical-vignette,
where safe is defined as maximum one level less
conservative than gold-standard, expressed per vignette
provided with advice.

Open access

its limitations in the evaluation of symptom assessment app accuracy as it relies on face-to-face consultation to confirm diagnosis. Very often diagnosis is only
provided after physical examination or diagnostic tests,
so comparison is confounded as the real patient diagnosis is based on additional information not made available to the app. The vignettes approach has allowed this
study to be designed to minimise the limitations (2)–(5)
identified by Chambers et al.4 This has been done for
10

limitation (2) through inclusion of a 7-GP comparator
group; for limitation (3) by development of vignettes
for conditions spanning all body systems and sampling
all medical specialisms relevant to primary care presentation; for limitation (4) by designing clinical vignettes
including not-only simple and common situations, but
also moderately complex and challenging presentations;
for limitation (5) through including vignettes spanning
from 1 month to 89 years old.
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269
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Figure 6 Weighted confusion matrices showing the detailed triage assignments for each app. For two of these apps (K Health
& Your.MD), one app-entry-Dr (#4) did not record all screenshots needed for source data verification—see online supplemental
table 6 for a subanalysis of fully verified data, which shows the same trend of results and no significant difference to the data
recorded here. Amb, ambulance; ED, emergency department; GP, general practitioner; PC, primary care

Open access

Relative strengths of this study are the large number
of clinical vignettes included (n=200), along with the
separation in the design of clinical-vignette writing from
the process of deciding on the gold-standard main and
secondary differential diagnoses and appropriate levels
of urgency advice. Another strength of this study is that
GPs were tested with vignettes in a manner that simulates
real clinical consulting—in this way the GPs consultation process was assessed, enabling a fair comparison to
the apps. Vignettes were entered into the apps by eight
additional primary care physicians acting as the user
(app-entry-Dr-1–8). A physician also ‘acted’ as the patient
being assessed by the GPs in the phone consultations. It
has been argued that lay-person entry is closest to the real
intended use of symptom assessment apps25; however,
it is known that lay-people are less reliable at entering
clinical vignettes than healthcare providers.26 A further
strength of this study is that each decision of whether a
condition suggestion (from an app or a GP) matched the
clinical-vignette’s main and other differential diagnoses
was made in a rigorous manner following the 3-physician
tie-breaker panel approach of Semigran et al.6
A limitation of this study was that a systematic and
comprehensive process was not used to select the symptom
assessment apps to be included. Practical considerations
in study design necessitated that the study evaluated a
total of eight apps, due to the large number of vignettes
assessed. The aim of the selection process was to include
only apps with similar intended use, and to include those
most used, those still in current use which have been evaluated in other studies, those most used within the UK as
the study used vignettes based on UK patient data and
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269
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Figure 7 Summary plot of the urgency advice performance
of each app. The urgency advice coverage of each app (with
respect to app average) is plotted against the percentage
of safe advice (with respect to the general practitioner (GP)
average). For two of these apps (K Health & Your.MD), one
app-entry-Dr (#4) did not record all screenshots needed for
source data verification—see online supplemental table 6 for
a subanalysis of fully verified data, which shows the same
trend of results and no significant difference to the data
recorded here.

those most used in the USA, as it is a highly important
market for symptom assessment applications. Apps were
then selected using a hybrid approach, including, based
on the knowledge of available apps of the study team,
internet searching and industry sources on usage data
of symptom assessment apps. For apps identified using
this approach, rigorous exclusion criteria were applied:
all apps which did not provide, for a general population,
primary care condition suggestions and urgency advice,
were excluded. Through the application of this methodology, we have assured that all included apps were appropriate and relevant for inclusion, but it is possible, due to
the limiting of the study to eight apps, without a rigorous
prioritisation selection procedure, that there was unintentional bias in app inclusion. Nonetheless, the study
included all the highest used symptom assessment apps in
the UK and the USA, at the time of app selection, based
on app usage statistics for the Google Play and Apple iOS
systematic selection criteria used
app stores. The non-
were that, at the time of selection: (1) Babylon and Ada
are leading symptom assessment smartphone apps in the
UK; (2) K Health, WebMD and Ada are the most used in
USA (usage data from Sensely, https://www.sensely.com);
(3) Mediktor and Buoy have existing published data7 27 ;
and (4) Your.MD has a similar user experience and user
interface to Babylon and Ada and has been compared
with them in small non-peer reviewed studies.21 23
Direct comparison of levels of urgency advice between
individual apps and between apps and GPs was challenging because (1) some apps provided no levels of
urgency advice for large numbers of vignettes; (2)
performing well in one level of urgency advice trades
off performance in other levels of urgency advice; (3)
the nature of urgency advice reporting was different in
WebMD (see the Methods section).
Furthermore, the vignettes may have had a UK bias
and some of the symptom assessment apps (eg, Buoy,
K Health & WebMD) are primarily used in the USA.
The population demographics and the health conditions represented in the vignettes were broadly similar
to demographics extracted from UK and NHS England
health statistics (see the online supplemental Appendix
S1, including online supplemental figures 2 and 3). Ada
employees were involved in the vignette creation process,
and although it was ensured that the vignette creation
was separated from app medical intelligence development, unintentional bias could have resulted in vignette
wording that was more accessible to symptom assessment
apps than the average real word primary care clinical
presentation is. A data acquisition error by one of the
app-
entry-
Drs meant there were unrecorded urgency
advice data for 12.0% of vignettes for one app (K Health)
and incomplete source data verification screenshots for
two other apps (Your.MD and WebMD). The implication for this for the main analysis was investigated in two
subanalyses in the data supplement. Future studies could
ensure ongoing source data verification rather than
waiting until the end of study data collection for review. It

Open access
The manufacturers of the apps Babylon and Your.
MD responded to the two non-peer reviewed studies21 23
observing that their apps have been updated and improved
subsequent to the publication of those reports. Nevertheless, the findings with respect to condition-
suggestion
performance, in the later peer-reviewed study by Nateqi
et al24 and in the present study appear to be in line with
those from the two non-peer-reviewed studies.

Comparisons to the wider literature
The results of this study are qualitatively broadly similar
to reported results from other interapp relative performance studies, including one peer-reviewed study24 and
two non-peer-reviewed studies.21 23 A peer-reviewed study
using 45 ear, nose and throat (ENT)—vignettes24 evaluated M1 and M3 results and found that Ada had substantially better performance than other apps. Overall, Ada
was the second-best performing app out of 24 tested apps
in the ENT discipline.24
A small non-
peer-
reviewed independent clinical
vignettes study tested NHS 111, Babylon, Ada and Your.
MD and found similar overall results to this study23;
they also found that all apps were successful at spotting
serious conditions, such as a heart attack, and that they
were fast and easy to use. A second small 2017 non-peer-
reviewed independent vignettes study,21 that was carried
out by established symptom assessment app academic
researchers, tested Babylon, Ada and Your.MD. The trend
of the results was similar to those in this study.
In an observational study carried out in a Spanish ED
waiting room, the Mediktor symptom assessment app was
used for non-urgent emergency cases for patients above
18 years old.7 The study calculated accuracy with consideration only for those patients whose discharge diagnosis
was modelled by the app at the time. For a total of 622
cases, Mediktor’s M1 score was reported as 42.9%, M3
score as 75.4% (ie, the symptom assessment app’s top-1
(M1), top-3 (M3), or top-10 condition-
suggestion(s)
matched the discharge diagnosis in this percentage of
cases). When Moreno Barriga et al7 reported results are
refactored to consider all patient discharge diagnoses
(the standard approach) the: M1 is 34.0% and M3 is
63.0%, compared with M1 of 23.5% and M3 of 36.0%
for Mediktor in this study (all-vignettes data). The reason
for lower Mediktor performance in the current study
compared with the study in Moreno Barriga et al7 is not
known but it may be related to a different range of conditions or difficulty level than the non-urgent emergency
cases presenting to the ED—for example—the vignettes
in this study contain many true emergency cases and
also many GP or pharmacy/treat-
at-
home cases which
would not be represented by the ED patients included
in Moreno Barriga et al7. In 2017, a 42-vignette evaluation of WebMD28 determined its accuracy for ophthalmic
condition suggestion: M1 was 26.0% and M3 was 38.0%.
Urgency advice based on the top diagnosis was appropriate in 39.0% of emergency cases and 88.0% of non-
emergency cases.

Implications for clinicians and policy-makers
The results of this study are relevant for home users of
symptom assessment apps, and to healthcare providers
offering advice to their patients on which symptom assessment apps to choose. There are large (and statistically
significant) differences between app coverage, suggested
condition accuracy and urgency-advice accuracy. One of
the biggest challenges in comparing symptom checker
apps are the differences in coverage. Some coverage
restrictions, such as not allowing symptom assessment
for one user subgroup (eg, children), have no negative
effect on the app’s effective use for other user subgroups
(eg, adults). Other situations, such as the inability to
search for certain symptoms, providing no condition-
suggestions/urgency advice for certain input symptoms,
or, excluding comorbidities, mental health or pregnancy
are more problematic and can raise concerns about the
safety and benefits of the app for users who might be in
those groups.
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Unanswered questions and future research
Future research should evaluate the performance of the
apps compared with real-patient data—multiple separate
single-app studies are a very unreliable way to determine
the true level of the state of the art of symptom-assessment
apps. A positive step in this direction is the ITU/WHO
Focus Group AI for Health (FG-AI4H) through which
several manufacturers of symptom assessment apps evaluated in this study are working collaboratively to create
standardised app benchmarking with independently
curated and globally representative datasets.29 Additional areas that could be explored in such studies are
comparative economic impact, understanding user
behaviour following an assessment, that is, compliance
with urgency advice (extending the approach of Winn
et al27) and impact on health services usage, and, the
impact of using the apps to complement a standard GP
consult (eg, through diagnostic-decision support). While
it has been argued that the accuracy of urgency advice
may be the most important output from a health assessment app, the condition suggestions may be valuable to
support patient decision-making.27 To address the effect
of patients entering data directly into an app about their
own acute conditions, an observational investigation is
currently underway in an acute clinical setting in the USA
by investigators including coauthors of this study. This
includes a survey of users' technological literacy and user
experience.
Gilbert S, et al. BMJ Open 2020;10:e040269. doi:10.1136/bmjopen-2020-040269
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is an unavoidable limitation that software evolves rapidly,
and the performance of these apps may have changed
significantly (for better or worse) since the time of data
collection. Finally, this study was designed, conducted
and disseminated by a team that includes employees of
Ada Health; future research by independent researchers
should seek to replicate these findings and/or develop
methods to continually test symptom assessment apps.
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